Closing Speech for the Crown.
The Attorney-General
so far as he knew on the 31st December.    He stopped him.    What
does the prisoner tell us 2    He examined that brown paper parcel;
he discovered a little packet of arsenic; he, as he told us, realised
what the parcel was and its importance.    My learned friend in
his   candour   says   he   would  have   been   wise   to   tell   Inspector
Crutchett.    Why did he not'2    Mark you, it is not Crutchett who
knows anything about the arsenic, it is the prisoner himself who
finds the packet of arsenic, realises its importance, and it is con-
science that comes to the prisoner's   assistance,  and he realises
what the deep importance of it is.    Yes; and " conscience makes
cowards of us all," and the man who had written his statement
telling us that he was giving the whole matter to help the police,
with candour, with completeness, says nothing.   What is the story of
the prisoner?    It is precise, in detail,  and it had its effect.    It
says this, " The first time I purchased arsenic was in 1914," and
so on.    Cf I came across a recipe for making liquid weed-killer; I
remember him telling me arsenic had to be mixed with charcoal,
and he mixed it accordingly."    Then c* The purchase of £ Ib. of
arsenic in June, 1919, was for the same purpose, and was used
in exactly the same way.    The liquid and powder weed-killer were
purchased  to my  order  by  Jay,   of   Castle   Gardens,   Hay,  who
attended to my garden at that time.    I don't even know how much
was purchased, and I never saw it.    I believe it was kept in the
stable.    In January,   1921, I made a further purchase of £ Ib.
of arsenic at Mr. Davies's shop.    A. small amount of this was used
as a weed-killer after being boiled with caustic soda by myself.
It was not a success,  which explains why  I  have some left  at
my house.      When  I purchased this arsenic it was mixed with
charcoal.    I am keeping this to make a further trial later on,"
and the final sentence is this,  " The cupboard where I keep the
arsenic at my house contains boot-cleaning materials, and is un-
locked.    Nobody in the house, as far as I know, is aware of the
presence of arsenic in the house.    This arsenic I speak of is the
only poison in my possession anywhere, excepting, of course, any
contained in medicine.    I have a medicine chest in a bedroom."
There is a particularity in that, a meticulous particularity, and
that is the statement which he realised, when he saw and knew
what the little packet was in the brown paper parcel, was false
and misleading; and we. came here,  and my opening was based
on this statement that the 1921 arsenic was bought with charcoal,
and it was the only arsenic at the house.    Of course, I knew of
the little packet.
Mr. justice darling—The little packet in the pocket?
The attorney-general—Yes, the little packet in the pocket.
The prisoner realised the deep importance, for, according to
his case, in the jacket which he did sometimes wear at the office
there was this final dose, and if it was worn suid in his pocket,
for apparently it remained among his letters, caught up among
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